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If you are outside the United States and this is your first time with us, please contact us before making your payment. 3191 at the NOTE warehouse: This part is terminated by the manufacturer. Replace: FSP-951 (white) or FSP-951-IV (ivory) Notifier FSP-851 Smoke Detector is a replacement photovoltaic head smoke detector compatible
for use with all Notifier Intelligent Fire Alarm Control panels. The 851 series smoke sensor can be used to replace 751 series plug-ins for legacy applications. COMPATIBLE INTELLIGENT BASES: - B210LP Standard U.S. low-profile installation base. - B710LP Standard replacement flanged low-profile mounting base. - B501 Standard
European base for installation without flanks. - B200S Intelligent, Programmable Sound Base - B200SR Intelligent Sound Base - Replaces B501BH Series Bases in upgraded applications. - B224RB Plug-in System Sensor Relay Base. - B224BI Plug-in sensor detector base. NOTE: All basic types require an electric rear box that is at least
1.5 (3.81 cm) deep. NOTE: A version of this item is available for use in Canada. Everything from our extensive catalog, same-day UPS delivery and hassle-free returns is designed to help you get the right parts - quickly. Whether you're looking for hard to find or replace parts, quick repairs or tips, our team is ready with a friendly
experience. Keep your workplace or business safe with this Notifier FSP-581 smoke detector. This photovoltaic smoke detector is a replacement for the head smoke detector for various standard bases. It fits into other bases of a series of control panels made by Notifier. It has a low profile that allows it to sit close to the ceiling and fit into
your decor. This head smoke detector has a white trim and measures 4.5 inches wide at 4.25 inches long by 2 inches thick.0783863021091, 07855772936960607383021091, 078557293696Thote paragraph does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that. Intelligent smoke detectors of the FSP-851 (A) series with integral
connectivity provide functions superior to conventional detectors. The sensitivity of the detector can be programmed in the control panel software. Sensitivity is constantly monitored and reported to the panel. Point ID allows you to set the address of each detector using rotary decimal address switches, providing the exact location of the
detector for selective maintenance when the camera's pollution reaches an unacceptable level. The unique optical sensing camera of the FSP-851(A) photovoltaic detector is designed to sense the smoke produced by a wide range of combustion sources. Double thermals add 135 degrees Fahrenheit (57 degrees Celsius) of fixed
temperature thermal sensing to FSP-851T (A). The FSP- 851R (A) is a remote test capable of detector for use with DNR (A)/DNRW duct detector housings. FSP-851 (A) series detectors are compatible with Notifier Onyx and series of fire alarm control panels (FACPs). FeaturesSleek, low-profile design. Address-similar communication.
Stable communication technique with noise immunity. Low backup current. Two-wire SLC connection.Compatible with FlashScan and CLIP protocol systems. Rotary, decimal address (1-99 on CLIP systems, 1-159 on FlashScan systems). An additional remote, single-gang LED accessory. The dual LED design provides a 360-degree
viewing angle. Visible two-color LEDs flash in green every time the detector is addressed, and illuminate the steady red on the alarm system (FlashScan system only). Remote testing from the panel. Walk the test with the address of the display (address on 121 will flash LED detector: 12-pause-1 (FlashScan systems only). The built-in
function is resistant to tampering. SEMS screws for wiring a separate base. Additional relays, insulator and sound bases. NOTE: Suffix A indicates the model on the ULC list. FSP-851: Low-tech intelligent photovoltaic sensor. Must be installed at one of the bases listed below. FSP-851A: Same as the FSP-851, but with the ULC listing.
FSP-851T: Same as the FSP-851, but includes a built-in thermal device with a fixed temperature of 135 degrees Fahrenheit (57 degrees Celsius). FSP-851TA: Same as the FSP-851T, but with the ULC listing. FSP-851R: Low-tech intelligent photovoltaic sensor, remote test is capable. For use with DNRA/DNRW. FSP-851RA: Same as
the FSP-851R, but with the ULC listing. For use with DNRA. Intelligent Base NOTE: A suffix indicates ULC-listed models. NOTE: For more information on smart bases, see B210LP (A): Standard U.S. low-profile installation base. B210LPBP: B210LP Mass Package; Package contains 10.B501 (A): Standard European base for installation
without flank. B501BP: Mass B501 package; The package contains 10.B200S (A): An intelligent, programmable sound base capable of producing sound output in high or low volume with ANSI Temporal 3, ANSI Temporal 4, continuous tone, marching tones and custom tone. B200SR (A): Intelligent sound base capable of producing sound
output with ANSI Temporal 3 or continuous tone. Replaces the B501BH series bases in upgraded applications. B224RB (A): A-connected base relay sensor system. Screw terminals: up to 14 AWG (2.0 mm2). Relay type: Form-C. Rating: 2.0 A and 30 VDC resistive; 0.3 AND 110 VDC 1.0 A No 30 VDC inductive. B224BI (A): Base
insulator detector of the sensor of the plug-in system. A maximum of 25 devices between the bases of insulators. F110 accessories: Retrofit flange to convert B210LP (A) into A-rated B710LP (A) or to convert old high-profile bases into low-profile ones. F110BP: F110 mass package; Package contains 15.F210: Replacing the flank for the
B210LP base (A). RA100 (A): Remote LED annuity. 3 to 32 VDC. Mounts in the U.S. one gang electric box. For use Bases B501 (A) and B210LP (A). SMB600: Surface mounting kit M02-04-00: Test magnet. M02-09-00: Test magnet with telescopic handle. XR2B: Detector Removal Tool. Allows the installation and/or removal of detector
heads from the bases in high-ceiling applications. XP-4: Expansion Pole for XR2B. Supplied in three 5-foot (1,524 m) sections. T55-127-010: Detector removal tool without pole. BCK-200B: Black detector covers for use with FSP-851 (A) only; Box 10.WCK-200B: White detector covers for use with FSP-851 (A) only; Box of 10. FlashScan
Photovoltaic SensorNotifier FSP-851AUS series of intelligent smoke detectors with integral communication provide features that surpass conventional detectors. The sensitivity of the detector can be programmed in the control panel software. Sensitivity is constantly monitored and reported to the panel. Point ID allows you to set the
address of each detector with the address switches of the decade, providing the exact location of the detector for selective maintenance when the camera's pollution reaches an unacceptable level. The FSP-851AUS unique optical sensing camera is designed to sense smoke produced by a wide range of combustion sources, while
functions such as drift compensation help prevent unwanted alarms. FSP-851AUS detectors support FlashScan and CLIP protocols and are compatible with all smart fire alarm control panels (FACP). FeaturesResourcesAccus informationCertification sleek, low-lying design. Address-similar communication with noise immunity for non-free
installation. Compatible with FlashScan® and THE CLIP protocol, fire alarm panels. Simple, rotating decimal address (1-99 on CLIP systems, 1-159 on FlashScan systems). The dual LED design provides a 360-degree viewing angle. Visible two-color LEDs flash in green every time the detector is addressed, and illuminate the steady red
on the alarm system (FlashScan system only). Remote testing from the control panel. Walk the test with the address of the display (address on 121 will flash LED detector: 12-pause-1 (FlashScan Systems Only). Built-in functional test switch activated by magnet. built-in lock, resistant to tampering. Available in ivory, white and black FSP-
851AUS-IV: Flashscan photovoltaic smoke sensor, IvoryFSP-851AUS-W: Flashscan Photovoltaic Smoke Sensor, Pure WhiteFSP-851AUS-BK: Flashscan Photovoltaic Smoke Sensor, BlackAccessories:B501AUS-IV: Universal Address Detectors, IvoryB501AUS-W: Universal Address Detector, Pure Universal address base detectors with
insulator, Ivory AS 7240.7:2018; The Activfire Certificate #afp-3358 New ealand Equipment Register No NI/304 The unique optical camera sensor of our photovoltaic detector is designed to sense the smoke produced by a wide range of combustion sources. Intelligent (address) detectors include the ability to icest, melancholy, Each
address of the detector must be installed with rotating address switches to ensure the exact location of the detector. Sensitivity can be programmed using control panel software to suit the environment. In addition, the sensitivity of the detector is constantly monitored and reported to the panel. Features and Benefits: Photovoltaic Smoke
Detection Analog Communications Low Backup Current Rotary Address Switches Double LEDs for 360 Visibility FSP-851 - Photovoltaic Smoke Detection Operating Temperature: 32 to 120 Degrees Fahrenheit (0 to 49 degrees Celsius) FSP-851T - Photovoltaic smoke detection with thermal detection Operating temperature: 32 degrees
Fahrenheit to 1001T - Photovoltaic Smoke detection with thermal detection temperature: 32 degrees Fahrenheit to 1010 FSP-851R - Photovoltaic detection suitable for use with DNR (W) smoke detectors to detect current: from 32 up to 120 degrees Fahrenheit (0 to 49 degrees Celsius) Rotary-address switches for current identification
and rapid installation of dual LEDs for 360 degrees of visibility UL Listed: S1115. MEA Listed: 225-02-E . FM Approved CSFM: 7272-0028:0206 Maryland State Fire Marshal: Resolution 2122 BSMI: CI313066760036 CCCF: Certif. 2004081801000017 (FSP-851T) Certif. No 2004081801000016 (FSP-851) U.S. Coast Guard: 161.002/42/1
(NFS-640); 161.002/50/0 (NFS2-640/NFS-320/NFS-320C, excluding B210LP (A)) Lloyd's Register: 11/600013 (NFS2-640/NFS-320/NFS-320C/NFS-320C, With the exception of B210LP (A)) When used with NFS2-640/NFS-320, MARINE-E, and corresponding seismic brackets, these detectors are approved by the following agencies:
U.S. Coast Guard: 161.002/50/0 (Standard 46 CFR) Lloyd's Register: 11/600013 (category EN 3) notifier smoke detector fsp-851 price in india. notifier smoke detector fsp-851 datasheet. notifier smoke detector fsp-851 price. notifier smoke detector fsp-851 pdf. notifier fsp-851 intelligent plug-in photoelectric smoke detector. notifier fsp-851
intelligent photoelectric smoke detector
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